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Enter report

Welcome to our Non-financial Report. This report is published in accordance with The Companies,
Partnership and Groups (Accounts and Non-Financial Reporting) Regulations 2016 and provides our
non-financial information, such as how we are managing our social and environmental impacts.
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Introduction and scope
This report covers the period 1 January to 31 December 2018 for ø Holdings Limited
and its operating subsidiaries.
These introductory pages provide a headline summary of our polices, programmes
and performance this year, or you can access a detailed account by clicking on the
full report tab.
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Purpose and business model
ø is a mobile network operator and the main commercial brand of
Telefonica UK Limited, which is part of the global telecommunications group
Telefonica S.A.

32 million
6,700

We offer mobile phones, tablets and wearables to our customers as well as
a range of mobile services and products, including mobile voice, messaging
and data services. We also provide Wi-Fi, cloud services, digital payment
services, fixed-line services for businesses and some insurance products.

employees

Our company purpose is to make every day better through personal
experiences that count. Our daily activities are underpinned by our company
values, Business Principles, and a clear focus on putting customers at the
heart of everything we do.
To find out more, please see page 15 of the full report.
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Responsible business
Acting as a responsible business – that is to say doing the right thing for customers,
employees and society - has been a guiding principle of our business since the ø brand was
first created in 2002.
Company values of bold, open and trusted are firmly embedded in our culture and our
ethical code known as our Business Principles clearly sets out how we expect our employees,
partners and suppliers to carry out their daily activities.

Our Blueprint
helping people live better with technology

Our responsible business strategy in the UK - Our Blueprint – aims to help 20 million people
live better with technology by 2020 and we are currently on track to meet our target.

20 million 2020

More information on our policies, programmes and performance can be found on page 16
of the full report.

14,000,000

people by

In 2018, we:
• Helped 240,000 young people to access information, advice and work experience
• Recycled more than 280,000 phones, tablets and wearables
• Supported over 2 million parents to take action to improve online safety
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Environmental impacts
At ø, we believe that digital services can play a significant role in helping people reduce
their impact on the environment. Yet we are not complacent about our own impacts so we
collaborate with our colleagues globally to make sure we are doing all we can to minimise our
environmental footprint.
Our activities are anchored by our environmental policy, global targets, and the internationallyrecognised environmental management system ISO4001.
In the UK, our Blueprint strategy aims to help customers make more sustainable choices, such
as recycling their phone, buying a new phone without a charger, or using our Eco rating tool
to understand the environmental impact of a particular device.
If you’d like to know more about how we tackle energy, waste and other key environmental
impacts, please take a look at page 18 of the full report.

In 2018, we:
• Sold over 250,000 phones without chargers
• Used 100% renewable electricity (for all sites where we control the energy bill)
• Maintained zero waste to landfill (where operationally possible)
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Social impacts
We want families to stay safe online so we have joined forces with the NSPCC to help
parents and children feel confident and in control of their choices. In 2018 we extended our
partnership for another three years so we can continue to raise awareness and support more
informed conversations about online life.
We also continue to run our Go Think Big programme, which helps young people get a foot
on the career ladder.
A new volunteering website was launched this year to make it even easier for our employees
to get involved in the communities where we live and work.
Find out more about our social programmes and performance on page 21.

In 2018, we:
• Launched Parents vs Kids – the first ever online safety game
• F acilitated 2 million online safety actions, bringing the total to 6.6m since our NSPCC
partnership began
•H
 elped 240,000 young people navigate the world of work through our
Go Think Big programme
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Employees
At ø, we’re committed to creating an environment that attracts a diverse,
happy and talented workforce.

6,700

We also encourage smart working so that employees can work flexibly and
maintain a good work-life balance.

employees

To encourage all of our employees to play their part in supporting our social
and environmental goals, we introduced a new Responsible Business objective
in 2018. Additionally, our employee engagement platform supports and tracks
involvement so we can recognise and reward people who take part in our
social and environmental programmes.
More information on our culture, employee policies and engagement can be
found on page 22.
In 2018, we:
• Achieved a 50:50 gender balanced Board
• L aunched a new digital learning platform, ø Campus
•H
 elped 1 in 3 ø employees to volunteer their time to make a difference
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Business principles
Our ethical code – known in ø as our Business Principles – sets out our commitments to our
customers, employees, suppliers and society. It focuses on three key behaviours:

1. Integrity

2. Commitment

3. Transparency

being honest and
acting in accordance
with ethical standards

behaving responsibly
and standing by what
we pledge

providing clear
and accessible
information

All employees undergo annual refresher training.
Speaking up is an important part of our approach and we encourage employees to report any suspected
breaches of our Business Principles.
To find out more information about how we embed and monitor our Business Principles, please go to
page 24 of the full report.
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Human rights and integrity
We are committed to acting professionally, fairly and with integrity. As part of Telefonica,
we adhere to a global commitment to respect the human rights of our stakeholders,
based on the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.
We are fully aware that, as a leading technology provider, our organisation can help to
promote – or be used to impede – Human Rights.
We extend the responsibility to respect human rights throughout our supply chain.
More information about how we manage the complex issues of human rights is available
on page 25.
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Anti-bribery and corruption
We have a zero tolerance attitude to bribery and corruption. Anti-Bribery and Corruption
policies and procedures apply to all employees, contractors, suppliers and third parties
performing services on our behalf.
Our Business Principles clearly set out the highest standards of honesty, transparency and
integrity that we expect our people and partners to adhere to.
Any breaches of the Anti-Bribery and Corruption policy are reported via the Speak Up
Channel or to the Head of Compliance.
If you would like to know more about our approach to bribery, corruption and compliance,
please go to page 26 of the full report.

In 2018, we:
• Appointed a Director of Compliance
•B
 ecame members of the Institute of Business Ethics
•R
 an an internal awareness compliance campaign
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Health and safety
We are committed to the health and safety of all our employees, contractors and partners as well as other people who may be affected
by our activities such as customers and members of the public.
We strive for continuous improvement and clearly set out our commitments in our Health and Safety Policy.
We comply with all relevant legislation and standards: in 2018 we were recertified to the international safety standard BS OHSAS 18001
for another three years and working on a transition plan to the new standard ISO 45001 which will come into place in 2021.
All employees must undertake mandatory health and safety training.
Further details on our audits, compliance data and risk management approach can be found on page 28.

In 2018, we:
• Reported a reduction in accidents and injuries
• Conducted 90 internal and external health and safety audits
• Introduced an audit scheme for our franchise stores
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Supply chain
We expect the highest ethical and environmental standards from those who work
with us. Our Business Principles not only guide our employees’ daily activities, but
those of our suppliers too. Additionally all suppliers are expected to comply with
our supply chain policies and code of conduct.
To manage and monitor our suppliers’ performance, we carry out due diligence
assessments before and after contract agreements.
We work proactively with our largest suppliers to put in place additional social
and environmental commitments. And in 2018, we focused on reducing waste to
landfill and single-use plastics in our supply chain.
For in-depth information about how we manage our supply chain from an ethical,
social and environmental perspective, please see page 33 in the full report.

In 2018, we:
• Oversaw 46 carbon reduction programmes with large suppliers (over £1m)
•R
 eceived the Carbon Trust’s Best in Supply Chain Reduction award
•R
 eviewed modern slavery risks
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2018 Key Performance Indicators
Measure

2018

2017

2016

Percentage

83

80

79

Purchase volume locally awarded

Euros

2,405,317,665.31334

2,331,767,767.39

2,498,579,458.75

Purchase volume

Euros

3,803,533,579.0268

3,578,581,059.46

4,154,163,272.89

Number of local suppliers

Units

523

497

456

Number of suppliers

Units

631

625

579

Percentage

40

39

38

Number of women on senior management

Units

16

18

18

Number of senior managers

Units

43

59

74

Tonnes

568

595

579

Percentage

100

100

100

Mwh

535947

520391

499351

Percentage

98.5

98.4

94

Indicator
% country suppliers

Percentage of female employees

Total waste generated
Total recycled waste
Total energy consumption
Energy from renewable sources
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Full report
This is ø Holdings Limited group’s Non-Financial Report, fulfilling our obligations to publish a non-financial statement in the Strategic Report for certain group
companies. It’s published in accordance with The Companies, Partnership and Groups (Accounts and Non-Financial Reporting) Regulations 2016.
1. Introduction and scope
This is the 2018 ø Holdings Limited group’s Non-Financial Report, fulfilling our obligations to publish a non-financial statement in the Strategic Report for certain
group companies. It’s published in accordance with The Companies, Partnership, and Groups (Accounts and Non-Financial Reporting) Regulations 2016.
ø Holdings Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary which acts as an intermediate holding company for the Telefonica group’s UK operating businesses which include:
• Telefonica UK Limited, a mobile network operator (MNO) trading in the UK under the brand name ‘ø’;
• giffgaff Limited, a virtual mobile network operator (MVNO) running on the ø network trading under the brand name ‘giffgaff’; and
• Weve Limited, a mobile marketing and insight services provider in the UK
The ultimate parent company is Telefonica S.A. incorporated in Spain and primarily listed on the Spanish stock exchange.
At ø, we have been publishing information on our approach to corporate responsibility since 2003 and continue to include matters of social, ethical and
environmental concerns in our parent company’s, Telefonica S.A., sustainability website and on our ø sustainability website.
The first 13 pages of this document act as a summary, with the full report (pages 14-38) providing our full non-financial information, as required by the legislation.
This report covers 1 January to 31 December 2018
Contents
Purpose and business model
page 15
Human rights and integrity
page 25
Responsible business
page 16
Anti-bribery and corruption
page 26
Environmental impacts
page 18
Health and safety
page 28
Social impacts
page 21
Supply chain
page 33
Employees
page 22
2018 Performance
page 37
Business principles
page 24
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2. Purpose and business model
ø is the commercial brand of Telefonica UK Limited. We’re a leading digital communications company with over 32 million connections on our network.
Our business model
Under our premium ø brand, we offer a large range of mobile services and products to consumer and business customers, including mobile voice, messaging
and data services and sales of handsets and other hardware.
In addition, we offer a wide range of services and products including Wi-Fi, cloud services, digital payment services, certain fixed-line services for businesses and
insurance products for handsets and automobiles.
We continue to innovate; helping to reduce our (and our customers’) impact on the environment while increasing the positive social impact we deliver. This will be
done through maximizing the benefits from our solutions such as the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, big-data, digital identity & authentication services
for businesses as well as campaigns and services aimed at making a positive difference in society.
Our company purpose
Our purpose is to make every day better through personal experiences that count. We achieve this by providing mobile telecommunications and related services to a
growing customer base. In 2018, we continued to pursue a customer-led, mobile-first strategy focused on delivering a differentiated customer experience and helping
customers get the most out of mobile connectivity.
We believe our strategic objectives will help us deliver a strong financial performance that will generate the cash flow required by our business model and provide a
suitable return for our shareholder.
Our sustainability approach is doing the right thing for our customers, our people and society, through our CSR (responsibility) programme and by taking a leading
role influencing key regulatory issues.
We understand the importance of shared value to achieve our purpose. We have a responsible approach to doing business. Our people are expected to adhere and
maintain the ethical standards as set out our Business Principles – as are anyone doing business with us.
Further insight on our ethical and sustainability activities, including the impact of our activities in relation to our environment, employees, community,
suppliers, human rights and anti-bribery and corruption matters are detailed in the report.
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3. Responsible business
Society demands that organisations play a role that goes beyond mere economic development. A responsible business approach has long been one of our guiding
principles. We have a clear, ambitious and responsible business strategy called Our Blueprint which aims to help 20 million people live better with technology by 2020.
This is managed by a team led by our Director of Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability.

Our plan is focused in the following ways:
• help UK families to keep kids safe online
• create more opportunities to help young people thrive
• help people reduce their impact on the planet using our mobile products and services
Our progress
At the end of 2018, we were on track to help 20 million people live better through our products, programmes, and services across wide-ranging initiatives by 2020.
•ø
 Recycle – we’ve made it easier for people to recycle their old phones, reducing waste and enabling customers to get money back for their unwanted devices.
In 2018 we recycled more than 280,000 phones, tablets, and wearables, which meant more than £22 million back in customers’ pockets
• In 2018 we helped over 240,000 young people access information, advice and high-quality work experience that helped them transition to the world of work
• Chargerless phones – we sold over 250,000 phones without chargers, reducing the pile-up of additional unwanted chargers and electronic waste
•O
 nline safety – through our partnership with NSPCC we’ve helped parents and professionals to take over 6 million actions to keep children safe online. We’re
continuing to find new, innovative ways to support parents to understand their children’s online world
As we continue to drive to our 20 million target by 2020, we remain committed to delivering benefits for our customers and wider society as well as to reporting
regularly against our target.
Building awareness
We are raising the awareness of how we can all play our part in delivering Our Blueprint across the business and for this reason we introduced a new
mandatory Responsible Business Objective across all our employees. We also measured how engaged our people are on ethical issues through both our
employee survey and a one-off Compliance Culture survey led by EY.
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Managing our performance
While we believe the greatest potential for change lies in harnessing our technology to enable more people to reduce their impact, we remain committed to
operating responsibly and minimising our own business impacts year on year.
We manage our performance and progress against our publicly-stated aims through formal governance structures. A Sustainability and Responsibility Council
(SRC), composed of senior colleagues from across the business, oversees all social, environmental and ethical matters and reports into the UK Board.
As part of Telefonica S.A., we take on our parent company’s policies covering areas such as health and safety, supply chain and child safety and we also follow
internationally-recognised quality systems such as the environmental management system ISO14001:2015.
Externally, we have been recognised for our corporate responsibility programmes by The Marketing Society, Edie and the Corporate Engagement Awards. We
have retained consecutive Carbon Trust standards since 2008 and were the first mobile telecommunications company to get the triple standard for carbon, water,
and waste.
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4. Environmental impacts
As part of our Blueprint strategy, we aim to create digital products and services targeted at helping 20 million people to live better with technology by 2020.
Realising the potential of the digital economy is important to the success of the UK we aim to create digital products and services that help customers change
their lives for the better, help society as a whole and grow social and environmental influence through our partnerships. Looking ahead, our Blueprint strategy
commits ø to continue to deliver benefits for our customers and wider society, better measuring our impact on society and the environment and continuing to
assess how our activities make a contribution to financial and commercial success as a whole.
Environmental policy
We want to make sure that our impact on the environment is as low as possible. Our environmental policy helps keep us keep ø on track and helps employees
understand the part they have to play. The policy applies to all our employees (including fixed term and temporary) for any activity related to Quality and
Environment in Telefonica UK which is covered by ISO9001 & ISO14001:2015.
Our environmental and climate change risks are controlled and managed under our risk model. The environmental aspects of the telecommunications operations
are mainly focused on the risks associated with resource (energy, waste and water) consumption. There are external targets for these material aspect areas.
The policy states that we will:
• create value for our shareholders
• authorise and empower employees to deliver Quality and Environmental business objectives
• develop, educate and train our employees to increase their awareness
• communicate the Quality and Environment Policy, objectives and procedures to employees so that they understand how they can contribute and benefit
• listen, gather, assess and act upon feedback from employees, customers and partners
• uphold and, where feasible, exceed all UK and EU legal and regulatory requirements relevant to our business
• cooperate with our partners to deliver mutual and beneficial objectives
• plan appropriate financial, human, and physical resources to enable the successful delivery of business activity through formal planning, resourcing and
project management activity
• deliver efficient and effective business activity through owned, communicated, accurate and appropriate procedures
• sustain and improve our work environment by increasing the energy efficiency of our sites and equipment, reduce the visual impact and noise
of our sites and equipment, and cutting harmful emissions by embedding environmental issues in every part of business activity
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• reduce waste and pollution by using fewer resources, reusing resources and by recycling, and preventing pollution where possible
• assess, measure and report and improve independently all areas of business activity both internally and externally through our Quality and Environment
management system audit programme
• protect the business, employee and customer data, wellbeing and futures from personal, financial, environmental, competitor, technological or natural threats
• review all Quality and Environment activity in the business at least annually
• improve business products, services and ways of working to enhance profits, reduce costs, increase efficiency, improve effectiveness, strengthen our reputation,
develop resilience and decrease impact on the environment
Developing responsibly
The services that we offer are subject to a continuously growing demand, not only in connectivity, but also in data traffic, which is increasing exponentially. This poses
the challenge of further developing our networks and equipment, while reducing our environmental footprint and separating the business growth from greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions.
We offer products and services that help our customers reduce their impact on the environment, using the power of connectivity, the Internet of Things, the Cloud
or Big Data. In a digital world, there are more opportunities for eco-efficiency and a decarbonised and circular economy.
Our most significant environmental impact is from energy consumption to deliver connectivity through our network, but there are also with other elements, such
as visual impact or waste. To implement and maintain a sustainable network, we apply the best practices available and we manage all environmental aspects of this
from design to decommissioning.
Our goal is to lessen the environmental impact of our business activities. We see climate protection, energy efficiency, and resource conservation as the areas with
the greatest potential for action throughout the entire value chain.
We make consistent use of our energy saving potential especially via our efficient network technology and supporting infrastructure with the help of modern
network equipment, improved software, increased use of LED lighting, optimised air conditioning and free air cooling systems. Consolidating
and decommissioning legacy equipment has also contributed to improving our environmental performance: fewer sites equal less carbon
associated with energy consumption/maintenance and refrigerant use. In the area of mobility, we are lowering our C02 emissions by reducing
business travel where possible and we are also reducing the average emissions of our vehicle fleet.
Services we provide can enable our customers to act in more sustainable ways. These include, for instance, connectivity for smart meters to
reduce energy use and Eco rating, which helps customers to better estimate the environmental and social impacts of their devices.
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Aims and achievements
We know that climate change is the greatest environmental challenge that our planet faces and we believe that we can play a part in reducing emissions through
our products and services. We’ve put in place energy and climate change goals for 2015–2020 as part of our plan to contribute to the Paris Agreement, and, in
addition, we’re making progress in measuring the impact that our digital services have in mitigating climate change. For more information about Telefonica’s wider
environmental initiatives, please visit our corporate website. Our UK website shows how we translate the global aims into tangible activities in our market.
In 2018 we have focussed on:
• network efficiency and the careful management of our energy, waste and water impacts
• working with employees, customers and suppliers to influence the way we all do business
• reducing the carbon emissions from our network by 50%, relative to data traffic
• buying 100% renewable energy for all sites where we control the energy bill
• constantly reducing the amount of water used per person in our corporate sites
• maintaining zero waste to landfill where operationally possible
• recycling 284,000 customer phones through ø Recycle
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5. Social impacts
Online safety
• In 2018 we extended our partnership with NSPCC for another two years
• In 2018 our partnership drove over 2 million social impacts. A social impact is an action that a parent has taken around online safety. Since our partnership
launched in 2015 together we have enabled 6.6 million actions
• Since 2015, we have raised £1.2million for NSPCC, helping to keep children safe online
• We drove innovation, launching Parents vs Kids – the first ever online safety game on Amazon Alexa, enabling 1.5 million meaningful conversations between
a parent and their child about the online world. The game acted as a conversation starter, with the answers helping parents discover more about their
children’s online life. Only 2% of parents took no action after playing the game while 89% recommended it to someone else
“Parents vs Kids is a fun way to start off the discussion… it’s the fact that it shows the discussion between the parents and their children, but in a fun way,
not in a way that will make them clam up and not want to discuss it. Using Alexa makes it fun. It helps. It brings you into areas where you don’t know what
the child’s going to come up with. I think it’s really great like that.” Caroline, Scotland
Youth
• The Go Think Big youth programme continued to support thousands of young people with partnerships and collaborations with SBTV, a youth
music brand, high-profile music artists such as Professor Green and social enterprise, Stemettes which works to support young women into Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Maths careers
Employee engagement
•	We launched an internal campaign to refresh our sustainability branding under the banner of Our Blueprint, we reinvigorated our office recycling
programme and encouraged our people to participate in Telefonica’s International Volunteering Day
•	We also launched a new employee volunteering website, which allows employees to create or join volunteering and fundraising activities with a goal of
driving up participation
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6. Employees
Our People
Through 2018 we have continued our journey to drive a higher level of business and individual performance through the introduction of a revised performance
management process that is employee-centric, future-focused and development led. This is underpinned by a new development programme which enables our
leaders to have brilliant continuous conversations with their people to not only inspire but encourage a growth mind-set to create greater curiosity and new ideas.
The personal and professional development of our people remains a focus whereby the launch of a new digital learning environment, ø Campus, provides access
to an extensive amount of material and creates a space where people can connect, learn and grow. Much of this activity and focus has enabled ø to achieve
a 50:50 gender-balanced executive board. In addition, we continue to review our people policies and practices to ensure they are inclusive and supportive of all
groups and create an environment where difference is acknowledged and everyone’s views and opinions are respected and valued.
All of this activity has resulted in a growth in our employer brand whereby we are ranked 29th in Glassdoor’s Best Places to Work 2019.
Employees are kept aware of the importance of doing the right thing through our business principles, comprehensive policies and training which all help guide
day-to-day decision-making.
Our employee engagement web-platform, Our Blueprint, supports and tracks involvement in our social and environmental programmes, enabling ø to recognise
and reward people taking part: we are proud that around 1 in 3 employees gets involved in volunteering programmes. When new people join ø, we direct them
to our Welcome Lounge, which encourages them to engage with our sustainability agenda as soon as they arrive. And to help deliver our ambition, an element
around Our Blueprint is written into each employee’s personal objectives
2018 activity
•Throughout 2018 we’ve increased employee engagement levels (as measured by our employee engagement survey) with a 3 point increase compared with 2017
• We received over 8,000 applications for our 2018 graduate and apprentice programmes, invited over 250 candidates to participate in assessment centres and
were pleased to welcome 38 graduates and 29 apprentices to the business in September 2018. Diversity was a focus through the process resulting in 51%
male and 49% female candidates being hired
• Our Career Returners programme, introduced to source skills in short supply and increase diversity, continues to be popular and valued. The 2018
programme received 170 applications and all 11 participants went on to secure permanent roles in the business. A further 3 individuals identified through
the selection process moved directly into permanent roles having been able to explore what best suited them in their return to work
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• We have evolved our talent programme to create a tailored development offering, with 85 participants completing a personal leadership assessment and
development conversation in order to identify the learning path appropriate to them
• Work continues to simplify and digitalise the employee experience. 2018 saw the introduction of a new cloud-based and mobile-enabled HR Information System.
Recent awards
• Glassdoor Employers Choice Awards – Best Places to Work 2019 (placed 29th in the top 50 employers up 6 places from 2018 and the only telco in the ranking)
• HRO Today - Recruitment Team of the Year award for Cielo and ø’s recruitment partnership
• Ann Pickering, Chief HR Officer & Chief of Staff – HR Most Influential Practitioner in the UK 2018 - HR Magazine
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7. Business principles
Our approach to ethical conduct is reflected in our Business Principles which underpin our commitments to our customers, employees, suppliers, and society and is
centred on three core values:
• Integrity: being honest and acting in accordance with non–negotiable ethical standards
• Commitment: the commitment we undertake with each stakeholder group is based on a guarantee to always act in a responsible manner and to stand by what
we pledge
• Transparency: we commit to clear and accessible information about our strategy and our activities, providing a platform for questions to be asked by anyone at any time
Our workforce is required to complete annual training on our ethics code. This training was updated this year. As of 31st December 2018, 99% of employees across the
UK business had completed this training. We also measured how engaged our people are on ethical issues through our annual employee engagement survey and a one
off Compliance Culture survey led by EY. The Compliance Culture survey identified the following:
• 83% of our people know how to report a concern in a confidential manner
• 93% know what rules apply to the offering of Gifts & Entertainment
• 95% would report unethical behaviour if they saw it
Speaking up
Speaking Up is a key part of our approach and our employees are encouraged to report any suspected breaches of our Business Principles as soon as possible. Everyone
who raises a concern in good faith is treated fairly with no negative consequences for their employment, regardless of the outcome of any subsequent investigation.
The Director of Compliance considers every Speak Up report. In 2018, 77% of the reported concerns were closed following a review. The remedial actions have included
(but are not limited to) enhancements made to our policies, procedures, and processes.
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8. Human rights and integrity
We are committed to acting professionally, fairly and with integrity. Based on the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights we have developed
an express commitment to respecting the human rights of our stakeholders, including our people, members of the community, customers and business partners, as
well as the millions of people who we influence every day through our products and services.
We respect our people, defining and implementing exacting labour, environmental, health and safety standards, as well as fair, equitable, high-quality labour conditions:
• We are fully aware that, as a leading technology provider, our organisation can help to promote – or be used to impede – Human Rights
•	We extend the responsibility to respect human rights to our business relations. Requiring high performance levels from our supply chain – in labour, environmental
and health and safety conditions – is for us a way of promoting and obtaining the best result to achieve changes and thus mitigate the risks related to abusive
behaviour in business relations
•	With due consideration to Human Rights and through our products, services and knowledge of the challenges of the local communities, we respond to some of
society’s most relevant needs
•	We undertake to explore all relevant opportunities for participation or alliance with external stakeholders to enable us to promote systemic changes and respect for
human rights
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9. Anti-Bribery and corruption
Bribery and corruption can have a significant impact on society. Every business has a role to play in minimizing the risk of corruption.
We have a zero tolerance attitude to bribery and corruption. Significant investment continues to go into improving our approach to Compliance and Anti-Bribery
to ensure that we always meet best practice. This is reflected in our appointment of a Director of Compliance in 2018. We have also created a new role of Head
of Operational Compliance, whose core purpose is to provide oversight of our Anti-Bribery & Corruption framework.
Our policies
Our approach to anti-bribery is reflected in both our Anti-Bribery & Corruption policy and our Business Principles. Our Business Principles are applicable to the
whole Group and demonstrate our commitment to best practice.
These policies provide guidance about what constitutes a bribe and prohibit the giving or receiving of any excessive or improper gifts and entertainment.
Our policy states that we are committed to acting professionally, fairly, with integrity and do not tolerate any form of bribery or corruption: “we do not offer or
accept gifts, entertainment or other types of incentives which may reward or influence a business decision.”
Any breach of either of these policies can lead to disciplinary action.
Encouraging an open and honest culture

The Leadership team play a key role in anti-bribery oversight and receive management information from the Compliance team on a regular basis.
All gifts or entertainment offered or received above our internal thresholds must be registered on an online portal and are subject to review by the
Compliance function.
We have an honest and open culture in relation to Compliance. As part of this commitment, a high profile compliance campaign ran in 2018.
Speaking Up is a key part of this and our employees are encouraged to report any suspected breaches of our Business Principles as soon as possible.
Everyone who raises a concern in good faith is treated fairly with no negative consequences for their employment, regardless of the outcome of any
subsequent investigation.
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A summary of the key elements of our Anti-Bribery Framework are:
• Regular Compliance communications across the business
• The rollout of enhanced Business Principles training across all staff in 2018. As of 31st December, the completion rate was 99%
• Senior management oversight at our Assurance Forum (senior governance committee – outputs of which, are communicated to the Board)
• Regular Internal Audit reviews of the policies and processes which support the Anti – Bribery Framework
Our societal commitment
We want to play our part in tackling bribery and corruption, along with other stakeholders who share our concerns and standards. For this reason,
in 2018 we became members of the Institute of Business Ethics.
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10. Health and safety
ø is committed to ensuring the Health and Safety of all our people and others who may be affected by our activities, such as our contractors, partners, customers
and members of the public. This commitment is stated in the Health & Safety Policy which is signed by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The policy places
responsibility for health and safety performance on:
• ø as a company to continually improve health and safety performance and comply with relevant legislation and other standards
• our employees
• our contractors
The Policy is brought to the attention of all employees and contractors by being posted in buildings and made available through the intranet and externally through
the o2.co.uk website.
The Health and Safety Policy statement is reviewed annually or sooner if there is a significant change.
The UK Health and Safety Policy also addresses the requirements of the Telefonica Group Global Health and Safety Policy that was launched at the end of 2018
Due diligence processes to ensure compliance to the policy
Our Health and Safety Management system sets out the arrangements, procedures and responsibilities for implementing the Health and Safety Policy across all of our
business activities. The management system defines the:
• organisational structure for managing health and safety
• planning activities for health and safety and in meeting legal compliance
• roles and responsibilities for employees, managers and key people
• processes and procedures to implement the intent of the Health and Safety Policy
• arrangements to review and improve health and safety performance
The Health and Safety Management system is registered to BS OHSAS 18001 and is independently assessed and validated by BSI annually.
Additionally the BS OHSAS 18001 standard is recognised internationally and indicates to our employees and external stakeholders our commitment to health
and safety performance.
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External validation of health and safety processes
We passed an independent two-day audit for Achilles UVDB registration (Utilities Vendor Database registration) to be able to work for our utility customers.
We hold a Safety Schemes in Procurement (SSIP) registration with BSI demonstrating our capability to act as a principal contractor, contractor, principal designer or
designer, under the Construction Design and Management Regulations 2015. To achieve SSIP registration we were assessed against core criteria that verified we have
the experience, trained staff and health and safety processes to meet our customers’ needs at the pre-qualification stage.
In 2018 we were awarded the GOLD standard from ROSPA (The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents) for the third year running. Gold Award winners have
demonstrated a high level of performance, well developed occupational health and safety management systems and culture, and an outstanding control of risk.
Health and safety indicators
The 2018 indicators show an improvement in 2017, with a reduction in accidents and reportable injuries.
Metric

2016

2017

2018

Fatalities

0

0

0

Enforcement action

0

0

0

Reportable injuries (RIDDOR)

25

4

3

Total incidents

319

163

134

Audit and inspection
We have an audit and inspection five-year plan for our offices, equipment sites and retail stores. In 2018 there were:
• 90 internal and external audits and health checks completed
• 280 findings raised
• 97% of actions closed within the first target date
• 100% actions closed within second target date
•	In 2018 we introduced an audit schedule for our Franchise Stores and with 13% audited in order to establish baseline data – this will help shape future
auditing programmes throughout the franchise estate
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We have an inspection regime for our cell site construction activities and in 2018, there were 873 cell site construction activities inspected of which:
• 806 sites had no issues raised
•	67 sites had issues raised. These relate to 55 with minor site documentation issues that have been addressed, and other issues (12) relating to processes on site that
have been addressed formally with the suppliers during performance and management reviews
Health and safety training
All employees and contractors that have a security pass, must take mandatory Computer Based Training (CBT) courses for Health and Safety. The courses must be
taken as part of the induction process for a new starter and then repeated every two years. The completion rates for 2018 is in the table below.
Course Title

Percentage complete

Safety and You

97%

Fire Awareness*

97%

*Note that the Fire Awareness course was amalgamated into the Safety and You course in July 2018.

Principal risks
The principal risks have been identified and responsibilities assigned for addressing the risks. The risks are categorised as:
• Operational risks, owned by senior managers within the business units that are accountable for the activities that give rise to the risk
• Corporate risks that are owned by the Health and Safety team
The Operational risks are:
1. Installation and maintenance of ICT equipment on our premises
2. Design and Installation of ICT equipment within customer premises
3. Cell site installation and maintenance activities undertaken by contractors and partners and where public exposed to risk
4. Franchisee health and safety performance affecting the Brand and reputation
5. Noise interference for call centre employees and partners
6. Fire prevention
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7. Building occupational health risks (asbestos, legionella)
8. Radio frequency exposure to employees, contractors and the public
9. Property management
10. Employers and public liability claims
11. Retail Operations
12. Display screen equipment and ergonomic activities
13. Employee welfare and Occupational Health
Corporate Risks are:
1. Control of suppliers
2. Driving for work
3. Charity and team building events
4. Stress
5. Physical and verbal violence to employees
Managing the risks
Five full-time Health and Safety Professionals are employed to advise and guide the business. The Head of Health and Safety and Certifications reports to the
Director of Business Operations.
The Health and Safety team manages the health and safety management system and directs us on how to manage our health and safety risks by implementing
procedures and processes, inspection and auditing programmes, training and communication strategies.
A Health and Safety Champions Forum has been in place since 2016 to assist the member of the Executive Leadership Team with responsibility for Health and Safety
to fulfil their accountabilities. The forum is in place to identify business health and safety risk and put in place controls to mitigate those risks.
The Health and Safety Champions’ forum is chaired by the Executive Leadership Team. Senior Managers are appointed as Health and Safety
Champions so they have the capability to address risks in an efficient and effective manner. The Champions represent the business units whose
activities give rise to the operational risks.
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The business unit activities, risks and controls are defined and summarised in a high level two page document called the “Governance Card”. The Champions
present their governance cards at the health and safety champions forum held twice a year.
The health and safety function supports the Health and Safety Champions by helping them:
• identify existing and emerging risks within their business unit
• put in place suitable controls to mitigate the risk
• review their business unit performance twice a year
Reporting the risks
The Head of Health and Safety and Certifications meets with the CEO and Board Director with responsibility for Health and Safety twice a year to report on the
Health and Safety performance of the business. A Board level Health and Safety report is produced. This forms part of the health and Safety Management System
review which is required as part of our OHSAS 18001 registration.
Health and safety performance metrics are reported to the Telefonica Group twice a year. Telefonica Group amalgamates the operating businesses metrics and
reports the Group’s performance externally as part of Responsibility Business reporting.
A description of the non-financial KPIs relevant to the business operations (the data)
There are two key performance indicators set for health and safety management.
The first is to maintain registration to BS OHSAS 18001.
The second is to ensure actions arising out of internal and external audits and inspections, are suitably assigned, monitored and escalated when necessary to achieve
the following:
• 90% actions closed within the first deadline set (97% achieved)
• 100% actions closed by the second deadline (achieved)
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11. Supply chain
Our Business Principles are our guide to being a responsible business. They work hand in hand with our supply chain sustainability policy which outlines our standards
and expectations of our suppliers addressing labour conditions, environmental impact management, health and safety, business ethics and information security
management. Together they shape and steer how we engage with the stakeholders that comprise our direct and indirect supply chain and have led ø in 2018 to
focus on material issues.
We are committed to sustainable procurement and ethical supplier management throughout our supply chains. This commitment is underpinned by our supply
chain policies and Business Principles. We seek fair and long term partnership with our suppliers. Our Supply Chain policies and Business Principles set the standard
against which we evaluate and develop potential and incumbent suppliers using a mix of web-based tools and manual assessment approaches. We conduct pre and
post contract risk-focused due diligence to understand and manage supply chain risks and develop suppliers to meet our business needs and standards. We develop
suppliers both independently and collaboratively through sector initiatives. Recognising that our considerable procurement spend provides an opportunity to be a
positive change agent we use major procurement opportunities to drive our supplier partners to greater social contribution and environmental protection.
Our 2018 Supply Chain Sustainability Management has focused on the following areas:
1. Maintaining leadership practices in the management of supply chain carbon
2. Reducing waste to landfill and single-use plastics in our supply chains
3. Strengthening our management of security in the supply chain
4. Driving health & safety improvements with vendors involved in construction and other high risk activities
5. Reviewing Modern Slavery risks with vendors in at risk categories and with franchisee partners
6. Managing sustainability in new tenders
7. M
 aintaining a view of suppliers operating in high sustainability risk categories and ensuring they all hold a current Eco Vadis assessment above 44 and do not
present business ethics risks
8. Taking supply chain carbon under management
Additionally, we have worked with JAC (Joint Audit Cooperation) to strengthen our the management of our supply chain. JAC is a sector collaboration that
has seen 16 of the world’s leading operators align behind a common sustainability audit protocol. In 2018 there were 116 JAC audits across the sector, 75%
of audits were of suppliers below Tier 1. Also in 2018, JAC launched a trial, the JAC academy, a certification process for auditors ensuring their capability to
assess against the ethical code. During 2018 we increased our support and involvement with JAC.
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Maintaining leadership practices in the management of supply chain carbon
We continue our practice of requiring suppliers who receive a major contract (over £1m) to agree to carbon reduction programmes. This has resulted in 46 completed
programmes by the end of 2018 (contractually agreed), with a further 3 in development.
In addition, we have received the Carbon Trust’s Best in Supply Chain Reduction award at their at their 2018 Corporate Summit.
Commenting on the Award Hugh Jones Managing Director of Business Services – Carbon Trust stated: “The supply chain can often be where a company’s most
significant climate change impacts occur. But today many companies are only just taking their first steps into measuring and managing carbon emissions in their
supply chain. However, we are well ahead of the curve, having already put in place a robust approach to understanding their total supply chain carbon footprint,
engaging with key suppliers, and being able to demonstrate real progress with reducing emission. This is true leadership on climate change and we are very pleased
to be able to recognise ø as this year’s top performer amongst all the leading organisations that have been awarded the Carbon Trust Standard for Supply Chain.”
Reducing waste to landfill and the occurrence of single use plastics in our supply chains
As part of ø’s sustainability strategy, Our Blueprint, we remain committed to running our business responsibly and reducing the environmental impact of not only
our own operations but also of our supply chain. In 2018 we developed and deployed requirements on:
•	Single use plastics (SUP): These aim to see SUP removed for supplier deliveries and from supplier operations by 2020
•	Zero waste to landfill: These aim to see suppliers deploy and implement across our UK operations a zero waste to landfill policy and commence quarterly reporting
on progress. Zero waste to landfill shall be achieved within 24 months of contracting
Work has started to integrate these requirements in new supplier contracts. In addition, in selected cases like accessories, we will invite major vendors to a
sustainability workshop to help them move forward faster on these matters.
Strengthen our management of security in the supply chain
The growing importance of Information Security and the new legislation, i.e. the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), has seen ø strengthen our
cybersecurity requirements of suppliers and improve our management of supplier security remedial actions. The initial security risk assessment process has been
improved and supplier audits focused by risk have been undertaken as needed.
In 2018 122 supplier reviews were conducted.
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Each on-site supplier review is followed up with a detailed report, which includes audit findings and remediation action. The report is shared with the supplier.
In 2018 supplier reviews identified:
•	348 vulnerabilities, which we are addressing as appropriate
Driving health and safety with vendors involved in construction and other high risk activities
In supporting our obligations to the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, suppliers involved in work that falls under the Construction Design Management (CDM)
Regulations must now have SafeContractor SSiP accreditation. For ø this covers (but is not limited to) suppliers involved in the following activities:
• Property – building or maintaining fabric i.e. mechanical and electrical works. Office refits and dilapidations
• Network Deployment – designing, building, upgrading and decommissioning cell sites (macro, micro, and small cells etc.)
• Switch/ Data Centres – installing, repairing switch equipment or servers
• Maintaining electrical equipment and circuits
• Retail – shop refit including design and build. Maintaining shop fabric
• New Business – contracting ø services to design, install and maintain ICT equipment/ service
• Events – Company events (e.g. promoting Our Blueprint), company initiatives and team events
•	Contracting – where we contract suppliers to undertake design, installation or maintenance work. Even if we sub-contract the work to a supplier we are responsible
for the health and safety of our contractors
SafeContractor is a recognised safety scheme in Procurement that allows ø to have confidence that suppliers have the capability to undertake work safely.
45 Suppliers have SafeContractor SSiP accreditation; in 2018 we conducted 8 onsite Safety audits all with associated improvement plans.
Reviewing modern slavery risks with vendors in at risk categories and franchisee partners
We have continued our practice of reviewing the policy and processes operated by suppliers and franchise partners for the management of modern slavery risks.
(The ø modern slavery statement can be found here). Various tools and approaches have been used which integrate ongoing procurement activity to
provide a view of modern slavery risks in our supply chain:
•	Strong requirements contractually stipulate via our Supply Chain Sustainability Policy and Business Principles outlining our expectations of suppliers with
respect to trafficking and forced labour
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•	Eco Vadis assessments of high-risk suppliers has provided confidence that human rights are being respected and standards upheld by the policy and process used
by suppliers
•	This has been supplemented in a small number of cases by direct and indirect supplier audits using competent third parties
•	Additionally selected suppliers in high risk categories and Franchise partners have been subject to reviews on their policy and processes to manage modern
slavery risk with routine sustainability reviews
•	The policy and practices of selected Franchisee partners have similarly been reviewed and improvements requested to the Modern Slavery Transparency
statements where appropriate
•	Work with the Joint Audit Co-operation (JAC) has continued and has seen a number of audits across the sector increasing confidence in the general capability
of ICT suppliers to manage modern slavery related risks and sustainability in general
In 2018 there were:
• 10 sustainability reviews of suppliers addressing modern slavery risks • All high sustainability risk partners have had an Eco Vadis assessment
• 4 on-site direct and indirect audits of suppliers
• 4 franchise partners have been reviewed for modern slavery risk and 4 requested to make improvements
Managing sustainability in new tenders
New tender activity is reviewed to identify areas where purchasing was taking place in categories involving heightened sustainability risks and opportunities. In these
instances the policies and processes of bidding suppliers have been reviewed and improvements agreed and driven with the awarded suppliers.
2018 has seen more than 10 RFPs reviews for sustainability covering over 36 supplier submissions all driving various related improvements.
Suppliers operating in high risk sustainability categories
We have identified incumbent suppliers that potentially present increased sustainability risk and ensure that all such suppliers have a current Eco Vadis score and a score
that is above 44; which is indicative of good processes and policies to manage sustainability.
Additionally, suppliers operating in categories where bribery risks are viewed as heightened are subject to additional checks where the presence of PEPS,
Scranton’s, negative news stories and the corruption index of the companies operating location (own and parent ) are reviewed.
In 2018 95% of our high sustainability, risk suppliers have a current Eco Vadis score above 44. Around 380 supplier awards were subject to local
anti-bribery checks. 14 supplier sustainability reviews have been held to assess how a supplier is managing sustainability and complying with our
requirements. Where opportunities or concerns are identified we support improvements as required.
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12. 2018 Key Performance Indicators
Indicator

Measure

2018

2017

2016

Percentage

83

80

79

Purchase volume locally awarded

Euros

2,405,317,665.31334

2,331,767,767.39

2,498,579,458.75

Purchase volume

Euros

3,803,533,579.0268

3,578,581,059.46

4,154,163,272.89

Number of local suppliers

Units

523

497

456

Number of suppliers

Units

631

625

579

Percentage

40

39

38

Number of women on senior management

Units

16

18

18

Number of senior managers

Units

43

59

74

Tonnes

568

595

579

Percentage

100

100

100

Mwh

535947

520391

499351

Percentage

98.5

98.4

94

% country suppliers

Percentage of female employees

Total waste generated
Total recycled waste
Total energy consumption
Energy from renewable sources
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